Welcome to the German Association of University Professors and Lecturers!

The German Association of University Professors and Lecturers (Deutscher Hochschulverband, in short DHV) represents more than 33,000 members. It provides comprehensive information and services for university professors and up-and-coming academics in Germany.

The DHV actively contributes to university and educational politics in Germany. It acts in the political, legal and business interests of university teachers in opposition to state and society. It is particularly concerned with up-and-coming academics.

What does a membership offer?

- individual legal consultation in all aspects of university, civil service, employment and payment law as well as copyright, publishing and fiscal law
- coaching services and career support (e.g. job application training, appraising application documentation)
- a subject related academic advertisement service providing regular notification of vacant professor positions
- the monthly bulletin “Forschung & Lehre” (Research and Teaching) with articles and contributions of current interest from university life
- seminars at reduced prices
- two monthly e-mail newsletters containing, among other things, information about topics from the area of university politics and law as well as new publications
- access to current law and regulations, statements and lectures
- special offers and reductions with insurance companies, hotels and more.

Interested in a membership?

Besides university professors any junior professor, postdoc, junior group leader or scientist working on the habilitation can become a member of the DHV. The annual fee (2022) for young scientists amounts to 132 €.

For further informations please visit our website (www.hochschulverband.de) or get in contact with us:

Deutscher Hochschulverband (DHV)
Rheinallee 18-20 | 53173 Bonn
Tel. 0228.902-66-66
Fax 0228. 902-66-80
dhv@hochschulverband.de